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Proportionate Normalized Least-Mean-Squares
Adaptation in Echo Cancelers

Donald L. Duttweiler, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—On typical echo paths, the proportionate normalized
least-mean-squares (PNLMS) adaptation algorithm converges
significantly faster than the normalized least-mean-squares
(NLMS) algorithm generally used in echo cancelers to date. In
PNLMS adaptation, the adaptation gain at each tap position
varies from position to position and is roughly proportional at
each tap position to the absolute value of the current tap weight
estimate. The total adaptation gain being distributed over the taps
is carefully monitored and controlled so as to hold adaptation
quality (misadjustment noise) constant. PNLMS adaptation only
entails a modest increase in computational complexity.

Index Terms—Adaptive filter, echo canceler.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE echo-path impulse response that a network echo can-
celer synthesizes is usually nonzero only over a small re-

gion (about 4 ms) in a much larger (often 32 or 64 ms) synthesis
window. This much larger synthesis window is forced by the
possible presence of an unknown and potentially large flat delay
in the echo-path impulse response. The finite speed of light in-
troduces an appreciable flat delay whenever the physical separa-
tion between the network echo canceler and the hybrid creating
the echo is more than a few hundred miles.

The proportionate normalized least-mean-squares (PNLMS)
algorithm is a new scheme for echo canceler adaptation that
exploits the sparseness of such impulse responses to achieve
significantly faster adaptation than the conventional normalized
least-mean-squares (NLMS) algorithm. Estimation quality is
not sacrificed in attaining this faster convergence, and there is
only a modest increase in computational complexity.

A. Review of Echo Canceler Deployment and NLMS
Adaptation

Fig. 1 is the conventional high-level model of echo canceler
deployment. The signal (often referred to as the far-end
signal) excites the echo path. The signal is the sum of any
speech from the near-end customer and an echo that is a
filtering of by an unknown echo-path impulse response

. Terminology to distinguish between and is often
garbled. We will use “near-end signal” to refer to and
“near-end speech” or “near-end noise” to refer to . The
echo arises in the hybrid that converts the four-wire transmis-
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Fig. 1. Echo canceler deployment and key signals.

sion of the long-distance plant to the two-wire transmission of
the customer loop. Because length, wire gauge, bridge-taps, and
other such physical factors are different for all loops, the hybrid
will not work perfectly unless the particular loop it is working
into just happens to have an impedance exactly equal to the bal-
ancing impedance of the hybrid. Hence echo return loss is sta-
tistical. In the U.S. its distribution (in dB and as seen from the
toll plant) is approximately normal with a mean of11 dB and
a standard deviation of 6 dB.

The echo canceler filters by an echo-path estimateto
obtain an echo estimate . If, as suggested by the notation,

is a good estimate of, than cancels the echo portion
of so that the return signal (or error signal) is about
equal to the near-end speech .

The magic of echo canceling is in obtaining the echo-path
estimate . Traditionally the NLMS algorithm has been used to
adaptively learn . Specific equations are

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where is the echo-canceler length (often 256, 512, or 1024
taps) and is a key parameter called either the adaptive-filter
loop gain or the step-size parameter.

In these equations a common source of confusion is the two
types of “time” that are being represented. There is both real
time and time along an estimated impulse response. Our con-
vention is to show real time parenthetically (and often with the
index ) and to show tap position as a subscript (and often with
the index ). Thus is the estimate at timeof the th tap
of the impulse response.

1063–6676/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Practical echo cancelers need to surround the basic adaptive
filtering algorithm of these equations with a variety of bandaids.
These include far-end-speech detection (which avoids the di-
vide-by-zero problem shouting for attention in (4)), near-end-
speech detection, residual echo control, and disabler-tone de-
tection. None of this detail is important for the purposes of this
paper.

It is possible to analyze the statistical performance of NLMS
adaptation when the input signals and are stationary
random processes. The simplest way to proceed is to make the
usually reasonable assumption that is good, that is, that
it is constant and equal to , the true variance of . Once

replaces in (4), what is left is the standard least-mean-
squares (LMS) algorithm, which has been extensively analyzed
[1].

In the somewhat singular situation where the time constants
of any coloration in are comparable to or greater than the
length of the echo canceler, it is not reasonable to assume

to be well approximated by . Interestingly, in this par-
ticular situation the NLMS algorithm is more stable than the
pure LMS algorithm [2]. For typical echo canceler application,
however, any coloration time constants are much shorter than

, and the simple replacement by is quite appropriate. We
follow this simpler approach in what follows.

Two key results (see, for example, [1]) quantify convergence
rate and convergence quality. Assume and are inde-
pendent white Gaussian noise processes with zero mean and
variances and . Then, the convergence ratein decibels
per sample is given by

(5)

and the steady state power of the error signal is given
by

(6)

The convergence rate is inversely proportional to the canceler
length and also a function of the loop gain. The fastest
convergence is achieved withequal to 1.

If is chosen greater than about 2, the algorithm becomes un-
stable. This is why the convergence rate never really becomes
negative as suggested by (5) and the first term of (6) is never
really negative. Actually, some of the assumptions used in de-
riving (5) and (6) become suspect (putting it kindly) for values
of larger than 1, but experimental results follow (5) and (6)
closely even for between 1 and 2. Typical values for in
real-world echo cancelers are about 0.1 and hence significantly
smaller than the speed-optimal gain of 1 or the stability-limit
gain of 2. The possible presence of near-end speech and the fact
that real-world signals are not Gaussian, not white, nor even sta-
tionary statistical processes force backing off in this way.

Equation (6) gives the power in after there has been
enough adaptation to have passed through initial adaptation
transients. The two terms on the right-hand side of (6) have
important interpretations. The second term,, is feed-through
noise. The analysis under which this equation was done

assumed was independent white Gaussian noise. This
component of can not be (nor should be) removed from
the echo canceler output . Its power appears directly
in (6).

The first term is the more interesting. It arises because the
presence of the near-end noise disrupts adaptation and
makes at any time a noisy estimate of . This com-
ponent to the steady-state error power is called misadjustment
noise power. The misadjustment noise at any timeis express-
ible as where the asterisk denotes convolution.
We wrote (6) with a redundant multiplication and division by
in the first term because it is more understandable that way. The
bare term reflects the power of the excitation to the misalign-
ment . The square root of the noise-to-signal ratio
scales the size of the misalignment .

For values of significantly less than 1, as are the customary
values, the denominator term is approximately equal to
just 2 and misadjustment noise power is roughly proportional to

. Hence, (5) and (6) show nicely the inevitable trade-off that
must be made between adaptation speed and adaptation quality.

II. PNLMS ALGORITHM

The PNLMS algorithm differs from the NLMS algorithm in
that the available adaptation “energy” is distributed unevenly
over the taps. Specific equations are

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

In these equations, and are parameters carried over from
the NLMS algorithm. The notation is intended to reflect
an interpretation as the norm of the vector . The prime
in the notation is intended to denote a slight modifica-
tion of the usual norm. The new parametersand effect
small-signal regularization. We discuss how to choose them in
a separate section. For equal to 512, a reasonable parameter-
ization is to set both equal to 0.01.

To develop intuition for the PNLMS algorithm, assume for
the moment that is equal to zero, in which case, the value of

is immaterial. With equal to zero the gain distributors
are proportional to the magnitude of the current impulse-re-
sponse-sample estimates . The PNLMS update (14) dif-
fers from the NLMS update (4) only in the presence of the

term. The average of these terms is necessarily one.
Tap weights that are currently being estimated as far from zero
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get significantly more update energy than those currently being
estimated as close to zero.

If one were to truly parameterize the PNLMS algorithm with
equal to zero, then if an estimate ever happened at some

time to equal zero, it would be stuck at zero forever after. The
variable is associated with a bandaid introduced to circum-
vent this problem. The first argument to the maximum func-
tion in (11) clamps the gain distributors associated with
small impulse-response samples to a fractionof the gain dis-
tributor associated with the largest-magnitude impulse-response
sample.

The parameter controls a final bandaid to avoid problems
when all the are zero. Arguing that this situation is too
improbable to be of any concern is not an option, as it occurs
after every reset.

Let

(15)

denote the vector of gain distributors . Much useful infor-
mation and intuition can be gained by analyzing the PNLMS
equations with the gain-distribution vector fixed in time
rather than dependent on current tap-weight estimates
and consequently time varying. We provide such an analysis in
Appendix A. The counterpart to the adaptation rate equation (5)
is readily derived and not surprisingly it is found that the var-
ious taps converge at differing rates with taps associated with
larger converging the fastest. A much more difficult analysis
eventually leads to the conclusion that under very mild and rea-
sonable conditions the steady-state error is given by exactly the
same equation as before, that is, (6). This is a remarkable result.
The normalization by (or, equivalently, the norm of , since
all the are positive) in (14) removes any sensitivity of misad-
justment noise to the exact shape of. If the normalization had
instead been with the norm of , the norm of , or any
other function of but the norm, this result would not hold.

The stability limit, however, does have a weak dependence
on the exact shape of. The stability limit on is never lower
than . It attains this value when assigns update energy to
only one tap. The maximum stability limit is approximately 2
and this is attained when all the are equal, in other words, in
the NLMS or LMS environment. This is consistent with classic
results for NLMS and LMS adaptation (remember we have as-
sumed a white excitation).

With the gain-distributors varying in time according
to (11), analysis no longer seems possible, but intuitively one
would certainly expect that with slow enough variation of the

(as can be forced by choosingsmall), the fixed gain-dis-
tributor model should hold and that misadjustment noise should
again be given by (6). Experimentally, we find (6) to be excel-
lent even with large loop gains and rapid variation of the gain
distributors .

The usual way to measure algorithm complexity is to com-
pute required multiplies. Under this measure, LMS adaptation
has complexity of order since every sample every one of
impulse response estimates must be multiplied by a de-
layed far-end signal sample to effect the convolution equation

(1) and these same delayed far-end signal samples must also be
multiplied by a scaling of to effect the correlation needed
in the update equation (4). NLMS adaptation the way we have
specified the algorithm is of order because now in addition
to the multiplies required before, squares of each of the
are needed to form . In practice, NLMS is usually im-
plemented as an order algorithm with the simple trick of
maintaining a running by subtracting off the square of
the outgoing sample and adding in the square of the incoming
sample. If we assume this trick is to be used by PNLMS as well
as NLMS, then PNLMS is an order algorithm. The extra
per-tap multiply is needed to multiply by the gain distributors

. Hence, PNLMS under this kind of complexity analysis
is 50% more complex than either NLMS or LMS.

Although counting multiplies as above is standard practice
for assessing algorithmic complexity, doing so provides at best
only a rough guide. A count of multiplies does not charge any-
thing to the maximums required by (9)–(11). Especially in DSP
implementations, such maximums can be costly. However, a
strobe-down trick (see Section V-A can be used to alleviate
this problem, thereby making the multiply-count assessment of
complexity reasonably accurate even for DSP implementations.

The idea of having nonuniform gains is not new. Makinoet
al. [3] describe an algorithm in which the tap weights fall off ex-
ponentially. Their interest is acoustic echo cancellation and they
motivate there gain allocation by noting the typical exponential
decay of the envelope of acoustic-echo-path impulse responses.
PNLMS differs significantly, however, in that the gain alloca-
tion automatically adjusts for whatever echo path happens to be
present.

Taking the idea of allocating little gain to unused taps to the
extreme, leads to algorithms that try to determine which taps are
not needed and then in effect allocate zero gain to them (see, for
example, the paper by Sugiyamaet al.[4] or the paper by Homer
et al. [5]). The difficulty for such algorithms is of course deter-
mining just which taps are not needed. PNLMS can be viewed
as doing automatic determination of which taps are important
and in addition hedging its bets a bit by still allocating some
small amount of gain to taps thought to be unimportant.

In the mid-1970’s, Horna [6] described an echo canceling
algorithm that hinged on storing not the tap weights
themselves, but rather, something like an A-law coding of these
weights. In other words, tap weights were stored as a sign bit
plus a coding of the magnitude. The magnitude coding was
linear for very small samples, but logarithmic for normally sized
samples. Similarly, pseudo-A-law encodings of the far-end
signal samples were also stored. The main motivation
for this algorithm was that by storing and manipulating these
pseudo-A-law encodings of and rather than the
signals themselves, the multiplier needed to do the convolution

became essentially an adder (with lots
of bandaids to take care of polarity and the linearly-encoded
small-magnitude quantities). In the mid-1970’s, eliminating
the need for a convolutional multiplier was a much bigger
win than it is now. The times multiplier needed in
the update equation was done as a sign-bit only multiplier so
Horna’s scheme eliminated the needed for any per-sample
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Fig. 2. Configuration for experimental results.

multiplication. [Sign-bit only multiplication in the correlation
multiplier is an old idea. It works but introduces impairment
[7].]

What is more interesting about Horna’s work in an era of
submicrometer VLSI design rules is that he also fundamentally
changed the adaptation algorithm by trying to eliminate the need
for taking anti-logarithms in the update equation. The normal
LMS update is

(16)

where is an update obtained by multiplying (or
its sign), (or its sign), and a scalar equal todivided by any
normalization. An obvious problem with storing pseudo-A-law
encodings of the is that to perform this update one needs
to undo the A-law before performing the addition and then to
re-encode to A-law afterwards.

Horna made the interesting point that “ignorance is bliss” and
that if you ignored this fact and instead added suitable scalings
of the directly to the A-law representation of the
everything worked out. In effect what happens when you do this,
is that taps with larger current estimates change much faster than
they normally would because the increment is to a logarithm
rather than to an actual tap weight. Such behavior is exactly that
of the PNLMS algorithm—for large signals at least.

An important difference between PNLMS adaptation and
Horna’s scheme, however, is the careful preservation of the
adaptation energy via the normalization by. There is nothing
like this in Horna’s algorithm and because of its absence,
instability is possible.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows our general configuration for obtaining the ex-
perimental results to be reported. Much of this figure is clearly
a repeat of Fig. 1. The new functionality extracts the interesting
component in the residual echo and computes its running power.

As noted earlier, the signal has conceptually two com-
ponents: one is the near-end speech and the other is misad-
justment noise equal to a filtering of by the misalignment

. The misadjustment noise is the more interesting
signal and under common parameterization for experiments is
much smaller than . To make it more apparent in results, it

is convenient to subtract out the direct near-end-speech compo-
nent, which is labeled in Fig. 2.

In real-world applications of echo canceling such a subtrac-
tion can never be done because the signal is not available
(getting back to something like it is the whole point of echo can-
celing). In experiments and simulations, however, is gen-
erally available. In simulations, the filterneeded to create
from is simply an “honest” impulse, that is, a Dirac delta
function. In experiments (as opposed to simulations), is
also generally available, butmust be chosen to exactly match
any filtering (not shown explicitly in Fig. 2) that is in the signal
path from to . Anti-aliasing and reconstruction filters
associated with A/D and D/A converters are generally present
in this path. The actual filter required can be found either by
analysis or via another LMS adaptation.

Rather than plotting the residual itself, it is generally
more interesting to run its square through a lowpass filter
and plot the output of the lowpass filter. Choosing the
time constant of the lowpass filter requires care. If it is too short,
there is considerable noise in the plotted output. If it is too long,
the convergence of the adaptive filter is blurred by the lowpass-
filter time constant. In all the experiments reported here, the
lowpass filter is a first order IIR filter with a time constant of
100 samples. The convergence timeof an NLMS algorithm
with equal to 512 and equal to 1.0 (the fastest) is from
(5) equal to 0.008 48 dB/sample or, equivalently, with 8 kHz
sampling, 67.9 dB/s. A first-order IIR lowpass filter with a time
constant of 100 samples decays at

(17)

dB/sample, or, equivalently, 695 dB/s. Hence, for the NLMS
algorithm at least, the lowpass filter is considerably faster than
it need be. Convergence rates with the PNLMS algorithm can
exceed 695 dB/s, however, which is why we have chosen this
comparatively short averaging time for presenting all results.

Fig. 3 shows NLMS convergence for a 512-tap echo canceler
and loop gains of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5. In this figure and the many
like it to follow, the horizontal axis gives time in seconds and
the vertical axis gives power in dBm0. To obtain the conver-
gence curves of this figure we excited with dBm0
white Gaussian noise and with dBm0 white Gaussian
noise. The echo path had a 10 dB loss. The echo-path estimate
in the echo canceler was initialized to zero and adaptation was
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Fig. 3. NLMS convergence withN = 512 and� = 0:1; 0:2; and0:5.

inhibited for the first 4000 samples. The initial shelf is at
dBm0, which is the power of after filtering by the
dB echo path. The three adaptation curves are not labeled since
it is obvious which is which. Equation (5) predicts convergence
rates of 12.9, 24.4, and 50.9 dB/s forequal to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5.
The steady-state misadjustment noise (the shelf at the end of the
curves) is predicted from the first term of (6) to be 12.7, 9.5, and
4.8 dB down from dBm0 for these same. The agreement
with theory is excellent and well within anyones ability to “eye-
ball” slopes and shelves from Fig. 3.

We obtained the particular curves of Fig. 3 from a C simula-
tion. Essentially identical curves were also obtained on a DSP
implementation.

In running simulations to obtain the convergence curves of
Fig. 3, it was necessary to choose some particular echo path.
A time domain plot of the echo path used is shown in Fig. 4.
As noted above, the loss of this echo path is 10 dB (averaged
over the voice band). This particular echo-path shape was ob-
tained experimentally in a Freehold, NJ, switching office of
AT&T. It is considered typical. For the NLMS algorithm, con-
vergence curves are not sensitive to the actual echo path so this
particular choice is inconsequential. It becomes consequential
for PNLMS.

Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 3 except that the adaptation algorithm
is now PNLMS with equal to 0.01 and equal to 0.01. Loop
gains were again chosen as 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5. The faster conver-
gence of PNLMS, at least for the first 20 dB or so, is readily
apparent. Note also that the steady-state misadjustment shelves
are equal to those of NLMS. The fixedtheory of Appendix A
predicts this. As noted above, in contrast to NLMS convergence,
PNLMS convergence is sensitive to the particular echo path that
happens to be present. However, our experience suggest that for
real-world echo paths, PNLMS convergence is generally very
much like that of Fig. 5. Fig. 6 illustrates this point. It shows
convergence for three different real-world echo paths. For all
the curves the loop gain was fixed at 0.2, but all other parame-
ters were as in Fig. 5. One of the echo paths is the same Freehold
echo path used in obtaining Fig. 3. The other two were also ob-
tained experimentally in the Freehold AT&T office. Different
loops were present so they are different visually in the time and
frequency domains, but as can be seen in Fig. 5, PNLMS con-
vergence-curve differences are small.

Although real-world echo paths all seem to exhibit similar
PNLMS convergence, it is easy to construct artificial echo paths

Fig. 4. Freehold echo path in the time domain.

Fig. 5. PNLMS convergence with typical echo path.

Fig. 6. PNLMS convergence for three real-world echo paths.

for which convergence is dramatically different. The echo path
that PNLMS loves is a Dirac delta function. Fig. 7 shows conver-
gence with such an echo path. All other parameterization is as in
Fig. 5. Two distinct slopes in each of the convergence curves are
readily apparent. Experimentally we’ve noticed that the rapid
initial convergence lasts until about

dB (18)

dB of echo return loss improvement has been achieved.
What is happening is that during the initial convergence the

misadjustment is being dominated by the con-
tribution from the one large tap (at tap position 0). Convergence
of this tap is very fast because almost all the convergence gain
energy is being allocated to this tap. Eventually, however, the
error at this tap reaches a point where it is becoming compa-
rable to the combined error from all the other taps. These other
taps initially have zero error (assuming a reset to zero as in our
experiments), but as the zeroth tap adapts, they eventually be-
come noisy estimates of zero. Once about dB return loss
has been achieved, PNLMS is no longer offering any advantage
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over NLMS and we are left with convergence at roughly the
NLMS rate. As will be discussed later, poor parameterization
can lead to convergence after the break that is even slower than
NLMS convergence.

The other extreme for an echo path is to have significant
energy spread over the entire widthof the impulse response.
Such echo paths exhibit PNLMS convergence that is much
slower than PNLMS convergence on real-world echo paths,
and, in fact, convergence that is even slower than NLMS con-
vergence (which is independent of echo path). The convergence
curves of Fig. 8 were obtained with the same parameterization
as used in Fig. 6 except that two new echo paths were used.
One was a “random” impulse response. To obtain this impulse
response we let each tap weight be an independent realization
of a Gaussian random variable. The other is a 512 tap decaying
exponential with random sign. The exponential decay rate
is such that the magnitude of the final tap is 0.16 times the
magnitude of the initial tap. The convergence for both these
echo paths is similar. In the figure the curve that initially decays
slightly faster, but is decaying slower after six seconds is that for
the random echo path. To aid visual comparison, the time scale
is the same in this figure as in the earlier convergence-curve
figures. With a longer time scale it becomes apparent that both
curves are going to the usual shelf for a loop gain of 0.2. For
both these echo paths, the PNLMS convergence rate is slower
than the NLMS convergence rate. (Compare against the middle
curve of Fig. 3 since NLMS convergence is similar for the
real-world impulse response of Fig. 3 and these two.)

It is important in constructing artificial impulse responses to
keep the frequency domain response at least somewhat reason-
able. A slowly decaying exponential with all positive coeffi-
cients has a huge dc gain relative to the gain at other frequen-
cies. With such a path and the highly colored echo it creates,
even NLMS convergence curves show significant sensitivity to
echo path. (The independence assumption used in deriving the-
oretical convergence rate estimates is clearly being violated.)

Although echo paths with as much time domain spread as
these two are interesting and useful for gaining understanding,
it is important to remember that no real-world echo paths ever
looks anything like these two.

IV. SETTING PARAMETERS

The ratio is the more interesting of the two new parameters
introduced by PNLMS. Performance is not sensitive to small
changes in but it is important to set it to the right power-of-two
or so.

To gain insight into the effects of and on convergence, it
is best to return to the Dirac-delta-function echo path of Fig. 7.
Four convergence curves are shown in Fig. 9. Parameterization
was as in Fig. 5 except that the echo-path power is now 0 dB,
the near-end noise has been turned off, and the vertical and hori-
zontal scales are changed. The four curves correspond from top
to bottom to ratios of 1.0, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001. For all the
curves, the loop gain was fixed at 0.1 andwas fixed at 0.001.

The ratio controls the “PNLMSiness” of the algorithm. If it
is chosen as 1.0 (or larger), the PNLMS algorithm degenerates to
standard NLMS, because the argument is always at least

Fig. 7. PNLMS convergence with Dirac delta function as echo path.

Fig. 8. PNLMS convergence with echo paths having unusually large spread.

Fig. 9. Convergence with� equal to (top to bottom) 1.0, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001.

as large as the argument in (11) and the become
all equal. The very slow curve in Fig. 9 is the curve.

With the initial convergence is faster than with
NLMS but it is not as fast as with and .
After a few samples of adaptation, the zeroth tap is getting ten
times the adaptation gain that the other 511 taps are getting. In
other words, it is getting about 2% of the available loop gain.
This is more than it normally gets (0.2%) but not as much as it
gets with the even smaller.

In general, as decreases, the initial convergence rate be-
comes faster, but oncegets to or so, tap zero is getting
almost all the available adaptation energy and further decreases
in do little.

Making too small is bad. Notice that the convergence rate
after the break is slower for smaller. As noted earlier, what
is happening after the break is that all the other 511 taps that
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became noisy estimates of zero during the adaptation of tap 0 to
1.0 are now finally being tweaked to improve them as estimates
of 0.0. With equal to 0.001, these 511 taps are only getting
about one-half the gain they would get under NLMS. Hence the
slower than NLMS convergence after the break.

We have presented results for a Dirac-delta-function echo
path because that is the most easily analyzed echo path. Its im-
portant to remember though that this is not a realistic echo path
so one does not want to optimize too much for it. For more
typical echo paths, the initial rapid convergence mode does not
last for as many dB and the point of diminishing initial-con-
vergence-rate returns for smalleris reached sooner. A good
compromise value for seems to be about .

The parameter is not as interesting from an algorithmic
standpoint as . It is clear that can have no effect on the al-
gorithm after a few samples of adaptation following a reset as
by then has become larger than[see (10)]. The norm

is unlikely to ever dip below again unless the echo path
is extremely weak, in which case, the convergence rate of the
echo canceler is of no concern anyway. In general, performance
improves as is made smaller. However, a point is eventually
reached where further lowering ofgains nothing. Indeed, once

is small enough that one sample of adaptation typically drives
to a quantity larger than there is no difference whatso-

ever between that and any smaller . The small forced the
initial sample of adaptation to be done with equal tap gains, but
after that dropped out of the equations.

From an algorithmic point of view, there is little to think
about concerning: just choose it as the smallest representable
number (in which case its only effect is to force the first update
after reset to be done with all gain distributors equal). For imple-
mentation, however, it is desirable to makeas large as it can be
made without sacrificing performance since smalleventually
translates into a need for low-order bits in digital representa-
tions. It is clear from (10) that should be chosen no larger than
the norm of the weakest echo path for which there need be
concern about convergence rate. This kind of thinking suggests
an upper bound on of about 0.01.

Conceptually at least, there is another constraint to be consid-
ered. Figs. 10–12 each show four curves. The four curves are for
thresholds of 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001. What changes between
the figures is the ratio, which is 0.1 for the first, 0.01 for the
second, and 0.001 for the third. All other parameters are as in
Fig. 9.

The echo path was made strong (0 dB) for these curves so that
would after a little adaptation eventually become larger

than and hence would only affect initial convergence. Even
so it can be seen that too large a value ofis bad, especially if

is also large. Consider the uppermost curve (equal to 0.5) in
Fig. 10. Notice that it is shifted to the right from all the others.
What has caused this shift is that the onset of PNLMS type con-
vergence has been delayed. How long initial adaptation is stuck
in the NLMS mode depends on. If is small, this impairment
is comparatively small as in Fig. 12. Ifis large, it can be quite
severe as in Fig. 10.

In general, note that if at all tap positions ,
then (assuming is less than one as it should be) is just

Fig. 10. Convergence with� equal to 0.1 and� chosen as 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001.

Fig. 11. Convergence with� equal to 0.01 and� chosen as 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001.

Fig. 12. Convergence with� equal to 0.001 and� chosen as 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001.

and all taps (being weaker than) are getting equal update
gain. Assuming the weakest echo path of interest has annorm
of 0.01 and that being stuck in NLMS mode for one percent of
adaptation is about all that is to be tolerated, we need

(19)

or, in other words

(20)

Combining this rule of thumb with the previous constraint on
yields as a final design constraint

(21)
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Since is generally small, the first term in the minimization
generally dictates.

V. EXTENSIONS

A. Strobe-Down

For DSP implementation of PNLMS, the maximums in (9),
(10) and (11) are difficult and there is a significant complexity
penalty in moving from NLMS to PNLMS. One way to make
PNLMS implementation a little less painful on a DSP is to
not recompute all the every sample period. Such a
strobe-down is reasonable because the tap-weights
change significantly only over large numbers of adaptations.
For reasonable choices of like, say, 0.01, there does not
appear to be any penalty for such a strobe down as long as each
tap is corrected at least every eighth sample or so.

For VLSI implementation strobing down in this way is not
at all desirable. It does not improve the algorithm, it saves little
processing since maxima are easy, and it introduces the need for
additional per tap memory since the strobed-down must
be remembered.

B. Smear

What seems to be really critical with PNLMS is the normal-
ization by . It maintains stability for any and all gain distri-
bution patterns. Giving taps that are currently large more adapta-
tion gain is intuitively reasonable and experimentally gives nice
performance, but there are other strategies for distributing gain
which might be interesting to investigate.

One idea is to smear a large gain at any particular tap po-
sition over its neighbors. Generally these neighbors will also
have large-magnitude impulse-response estimates and will get
the large gain anyway, but there is the possibility that a given tap
position in the dispersive region of an echo path just happens to
be near a zero crossing.

We have programmed an algorithm that filters the by a
triangularly weighted smear. As long as the smear is only over
a region smaller than five or so samples, there is little loss in
convergence speed for real-world impulse responses and there
does not seem to be any downside to introducing smear. On the
other hand, however, we have been unable to find any upside to
smear other than its having provided comfort to the designer.

C. Derivative Sensitivity

Another idea, which we have not yet pursued, but think might
lead to better success, is to distribute the large adaptation gains
not only to taps that are currently large, but also to taps that
“seem to be trying to go somewhere.” Translating “seem to be
trying to go somewhere” into an algorithm is of course the dif-
ficulty. Evanset al. [8] described some possibilities.

VI. CONCLUSION

The key to the PNLMS algorithm is the normalization by.
If this is done, no matter what scheme is used for proportioning
gain over the tap positions, stability is assured and adapta-
tion quality (misadjustment noise) is held constant (via) at

any desired level. With update gains proportional to current tap
weights, very fast convergence on typical echo paths is achieved.

APPENDIX

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PNLMS WITH FIXED GAIN

DISTRIBUTORS

Directly analyzing the PNLMS equations to derive statistical
performance measures appears hopeless. However, useful re-
sults can be derived and good intuition can be developed by an-
alyzing the PNLMS equations with the gain distribution vector

fixed in time. We provide such an analysis here.
For echo-canceler lengths of the sort we are interested in,

is an excellent estimate of . Its mean is and its stan-
dard deviation about this mean is small in comparison. Hence
the first simplification to be made is the replacement of
in (14) by . Once this replacement is made, there is no longer
any need to carry in equations. All powers scale and we can
assume without loss of generality that is unity.

Matrix notation is a great convenience in the analysis to be
done. Let

(22)

(23)

(24)

Also define the matrix as the diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements

(25)

The trace of the matrix is necessarily unity. The iteration we
analyze in this Appendix is

(26)

(27)

(28)

and

(29)

Introduction of the misalignment vector

(30)

and straightforward matrix manipulation eventually lead to the
update equation

(31)

Assume and are independent, white, Gaussian pro-
cesses with zero mean and variances one and. [It may be pos-
sible to generalize for colored noise by the techniques of Feuer
and Weinstein [9], but we have not attempted to do so.]. Let

(32)

where “ ” denotes expectation. The vector is a determin-
istic function of the random process given a starting state
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for the tap-weight estimates. Nonetheless it is reasonable to as-
sume that the vectors and are statistically indepen-
dent. The argument for this so called “independence” assump-
tion is that since varies slowly in time it is not significantly
dependent on recent . The independence assumption has
been widely discussed. Basically you can not proceed without
it and fortunately it seems reasonable (at least for small) and
leads to results consistent with experiment. Making the inde-
pendence assumption and taking expectations of both sides of
(31) gives

(33)

Hence the various taps adapt toward their desired values at dif-
fering rates. The rate of adaptation of theth tap is

dB/sample.
The above convergence rate calculation is almost trivial once

the independence assumption is made. Calculating misadjust-
ment noise and stability conditions is more difficult. To this end,
let

(34)

denote the difference between the misalignment vectorand
its mean . Subtracting (33) from (31) gives after some ma-
trix manipulation

(35)

Let

(36)

Then, by post-multiplying each side of (35) by its vector trans-
pose, taking expectations, again invoking the independence as-
sumption, and following with some straightforward but tedious
vector manipulation, we eventually arrive at

(37)

The assumption that is Gaussian makes it possible to
compute the expectations not yet cleared from the above
equation. Specifically, simply keeping track of whether given
random variables appear one, two, three, or four times and
making use of the fact that the fourth moment of a Gaussian
variable is three times the variance squared, eventually leads to

(38)

where denotes the trace of the matrix (sum of its
diagonals). This notation for the trace of is of course also
suggesting that the trace of can be interpreted as misad-
justment noise power. That interpretation is correct for times

large enough that has decayed away to something negli-
gible. For times earlier than this, the actual misadjustment noise
power is the trace of plus where the double bars
denote the vector or norm. As a special case of (38) in which

equals , we also have

(39)

Thus

(40)

In principle one can run the iteration (33) starting from

(41)

to determine as a function of time, and then run the iteration
(40) starting from equal to zero to find as a function
of time . [Remember is just another notation for the trace
of .] This is fine for a computer but provides little insight
or general guidance.

It is possible to proceed to find the steady state error. The
mean error decays to zero over time. To find the steady-
state error set both and to in (40)
and also set to zero. This yields

(42)

In this matrix equation, the scalar equations for the diagonal
elements of the matrix are uncoupled. Denote theth of
these diagonal elements by . We then have from (42)

(43)

Summing all of these equations leads to

(44)

where

(45)

Hence

(46)

The sum of all the is by construction unity. If is small in
comparison to one, or if all the are small in comparison to
one, than is approximately equal to and

(47)

This is a remarkable result. Under some very mild conditions,
the gain distributors have dropped out completely. Misalign-
ment noise is independent of any redistribution of gain over taps.
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To obtain results for stability, we return to (40). Since stability
involves performance in the limit asapproaches infinity, we
assume the stability of (40) is the same as the stability of the
matrix iteration

(48)

The reason for wanting to get rid of before analyzing for
stability is that the term in (40) is not diagonal. With
it gone as in (48), the corresponding scalar equations for the el-
ements of become uncoupled. We can concern ourselves
only with the diagonal elements of as the bound

insures stability for the off diagonal elements if the di-
agonal elements are stable.

Define as the vector with elements equal to the diagonal
elements of the matrix . The matrix iteration (48) can be
rewritten as the vector iteration

(49)

(50)

where the vector has as its th element and the diagonal
matrix has as its diagonal elements

(51)

Equation (50) can be “solved” to find

(52)

We used quotes around “solved” in the above sentence since
this isn’t really a closed form solution yet as the are
functions of . Pre-multiplying (52) by , the transpose
of a vector of all ones, gives

(53)

(54)

where

(55)

This equation will be stable if and only if

(56)

Hence we find the stability limit on for any gain distribution
vector by solving

(57)

(58)

(59)

The sum of the is one by construction. Thethat solves
(59) depends on but it is clear after some inspection that the
lowest stability limit on occurs when is nonzero at one tap
position and zero at all others. With such a must be less than

to insure stability. The largest stability limit is associated
with a gain distribution vector assigning equal gains at each
position. The stability limit with such a is which
for large values of is approximately 2.

It is perhaps potentially confusing that this same number
arises in the analysis of Feuer and Weinstein [9] (see their (35)
and note that their is one-half ours). It arises in their analysis
because of possible input signal coloration. We’ve assumed a
white input and it arises here not because of coloration but be-
cause of the differing gains at the various tap positions.
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